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Project Description:
This project proposes the restoration of Vinterviken’s contaminated 
grounds, a legacy of Nobel’s dynamite production. How can we live 

with toxicity? The design sows phytoremediating meadows, extracts 
toxins, harvests, decomposes, burns, and grows new crops. Elevated 

pathways offer a procession through the site, to green roofs, mountain 
paths, an open kitchen & hearth, a floating barge with biopools & a 
sauna. As the fields are healed, the structures move into the barge 

and sail to other polluted sites. 

Grounds for Healing
tales of toxic terrain
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Rävudden, the northern peninsula at Vinterviken 
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Introduction
 I have chosen Vinterviken, in southwest Stockholm, as the 
site to share this tale. The dramatic landscape of rocky cliffs, lush 
valley and quiet shoreline are attractive to many of us. We swim 
in the cool water on hot summer days,  watch our children play in 
the sand by the beach, wander through the woods finding treeforts 
and berries, picnic in the grass and run by the shore. But what if 
I told you this site was hazardous? That as a result of decades of 
industry followed by decades of neglect,  these soils have become 
contaminated and the waters toxic? 

 This thesis is about finding ways to treat contamination on-
site at Vinterviken, and generate a design proposal based on the 
concept of Landchitecture, approached through historical narratives 
and employing a carefully researched phytoremediation system... 
and furthermore, expresses our fragile condition yet resilient 
capacity for recuperation... 

 My thesis questions are:
 How do we live with toxicity?
 How do we manage change?
 How can we make these processes visible? 
 How can we draw time? 
 How do I include multiple voices in the histories of a place?

 I have addressed these questions by proposing a long-
term, site-wide, closed-loop restoration plan for Vinterviken’s 
contaminated grounds,  while offering places for exploration, 
enhancing existing activities, and providing new opportunities for 
interaction.

  My project is composed of 4 main features:
  the phytoremediation meadows
  the decomposition grounds
  the elevated walkways
  the migrating bathing barge

I will briefly explain now, these four features and return to describe 
them in greater detail further along in the presentation.
 The phytoremediation meadows extract toxins from 
the soils, which when saturated, are harvested and taken to the 
Transformation Grounds. There it decomposes, burns, and is created 
into new crops as mineable metals bricks. The structure houses the 
refining stages of treatment of the toxic biomass, as an architectural 
assembly line,  and also includes social spaces. Elevated pathways  
offer a procession through the site, and rise with the mountain 
cliffs, up to a mountain path on the peak.  A bathing barge floats 
across from The Grounds, visible from an extension of the elevated 
pathways as a bridge between structures As the fields are healed, 
the structures move into the barge and sail to other polluted sites, 
leaving only the Crematory to remain.

 The principal themes I have worked with in both research 
and design are sustainable ecologies, historical narratives, and 
Landchitecture. I will now explain them...
 Sustainable ecologies consider how communities (human 
and non-human, natural and cultural) change over time. My 
previous studies as well as recent research in environmental sciences 
has led me to apply ecological succession, ecosystem dynamics, 
and environmental management to this project and  to view 
phytoremediation as a viable proposition.
 Engaging Historical Narratives enables a means to tell stories 
of this change through text and through images.  My historical 

research has included studying old maps, reading historical accounts 
of events at Vinterviken, and meeting local residents to hear more 
personal and perhaps peculiar stories. This has culminated in this 
map of layered site plans over the decades, and incorporating the 
Vinterviken villagers anecdotes within this illustrated story-walk site 
montage.

 In the Critical Studies Design Studio, we engage in critical 
and feminist strategies for the production of architecture and design.
As we know, women have been largely left out of historical accounts, 
so in connection to these ambitions, I have included female figures 
in my narrative work as a way to emphasize multiple voices and their 
contributions to our current society. These figures would have lived 
in approximately the same time as Nobel or known him personally. 

Landchitecture considers approaches to landscapes and architectures 
that create continuities across these modes of design interventions. 
I have employed a landchitectural model throughout my process, 
which has enabled me to understand and emphasize the relations 
between architecture and landscape architecture.

  I hold a bachelor degree as a double major in both arch and 
larch and, after working some years as a landscape architect, I have 
perceived a lack of integration between these disciplines. 
I believe that to achieve a fully sustainable future we must forage 
for more deep-reaching designs that foreground the relationships 
between nature, culture and society. 

 Adopting a philosophy of ecological succession, I highlight 
the Processes of Change in communities over time in this proposal, 
instead of aiming to construct ‘finished products’. As a result, I 
have produced a landchitecture.  This is a proposal which does 
not favour or prioritize one discipline over the other.  In this 
way, both structures and terrain are considered ‘flexible,’  ‘in 
flux,’ impermanent and mobile. This design does not end at the 
construction of a building, but follows the slow healing of the 
grounds, until no when longer needed, is dissembled and floats away 
to continue restorations elsewhere.

“Water Bodies” A dance in celebration of our relationship with water. Choreographer: Gerald Trentham, 
Dancer: Amy Taravella, Photo: Lynda Schneekloth, Landscape: shores of Lake Erie. (2009)
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Project Explanation
  I have curated this presentation layout around a narrative 
panoramic montage illustrating a walk through Vinterviken. It most 
explicitly describes my attitude towards expressing the countless 
layers of the site. I want to stress the importance of telling the stories 
of this site, and that this can connect individuals and communities 
with their history and environment. 

 Influenced by Janet Cardiff ’s audio walk artworks and Jane 
Rendell’s work in Sight Writings ... This sequence interlaces multiple 
characters, periods in time, existing  structures, and follies which as 
precedents have influenced my project and in this context encourage 
unbounded interpretations. To paraphrase landscape architect and 
researcher Catherine Heatherington:

 “Visitors may ‘read’ these processes and historical traces 
within the site in multiple ways... this may imply that the old 
narratives become unrecognizable or are eventually lost, but the 
traces of the past may inform new meanings... allowing the visitor 
the freedom to construct their own narratives.”

Vinterviken
 Cradled by residential communities, the Vinterviken Valley 
is a popular destination for recreation activities. There is a garden 
cafe, allotment gardens, a restaurant&conference center, an artists 
collective and some houses. 

  Remnant blast pits and other forgotten relics are scattered 
throughout the margins, almost lost into encroaching vegetation 
and thickets of mythologies. These are the remains from Alfred 
Nobel’s nitroglycerine experiments and dynamite manufacture. I am 
interested in this concept of architectural ruins as it is often assumed 
that landscape ruins architecture. The elements tarnish and age the 
materials, rot and rust bleed into foundations... but architecture 
can also ruin landscapes. We see that here at Vinterviken, and I can 
relate this to the projects grounds for healing and aim to express 
what Heatherington calls “buried narratives.” 
 

 Between 1865-1921 dynamite was manufactured at 
Vinterviken. Working conditions were dangerous, and in the early 
years of development, there were many explosions and deaths. As a 
result of hosting almost a century of industry, Vinterviken is in fact, 
fraught with highly contaminated soil. This grim and violent past 
has left it’s mark. Nobel is most often remembered for creating a 
safer product, and celebrated for his contribution towards the peace 
prizes, but lying beneath the surface is another kind of legacy, This is 
toxic terrain. 

 There are at least 10 different metals in the soils, among the 
highest concentrations are lead, copper, zinc and arsenic - some 
concentrations reaching over 28X the Swedish legal hazardous waste 
limits. The provincial government states that:

 “Vinterviken has been included on the list of the county’s 10 
worst polluted areas.” 

 Toxins are on surface soils are accessible to both humans and 
animals. Recent studies around the beach have prompted the city to 
install warning signs to parents and pet owners to minimize contact 
with soil. There is also the risk of the toxins leaching further into 
the lake, and with sea levels rising and possible flooding, there is 
the danger of them entering the food chain and polluting the water 
supply. More extensive testing will be executed over the next year 
to determine the extent of the pollutants and a proposed course of 
action. 
 
 Teresia Skönström, a city environmental engineer states that 
“to excavate would be best.”  Developers of industrial sites have 
typically preferred to start with a blank canvas  - a “dig and dump” 
approach to contamination for example, London’s 2012 Olympic site 
philosophy of 

 “Demolish. Dig. Design.” 

But this only transfers the problem to a landfill and to future 
generations. This is not a viable long-term solution and new 
techniques have been developed to enable remediation to take 

place on site. Considering Vinterviken’s scale, context and 
popularity, phytoremediation is a realistic treatment. This form of 
bioremediation is:

 “the direct use of green plants and their associated 
microorganisms to stabilize or reduce contamination in soils, 
sludges, sediments, surface water, or ground water. 

 “Its major advantage is the low cost, estimated to be 50–80% 
lower than the alternatives..” 

 A disadvantage is that it is a much longer and slower process. 
But I think that there is value in managing waste in this way, and as 
Heatherington suggests “...offer a seed for another way of thinking...” 
through a visible, pedagogic, slow transformation. It may take 
years, even decades, but there is something to be learned through 
this process.. And by sustaining Nobel’s vision to manufacture all 
materials on-site in a closed-loop system, this project suggests a 
holistic site management program. 

Proposal
 Observing the Narrative Panoramic Montage, the journey 
begins with a walk down through the trees from Aspudden. (The 
small numbered symbols correspond to the Proposal Plan and 
Schematic Diagram). Phytoremediation meadows are grown into the 
fields where sulfuric acid buildings and nitroglycerin storage once 
laid. Containments are extracted and immobilised, collected in the 
root systems, stems and leaves. This biomass is harvested, transferred 
in trolleys on tracks, ghosting earlier railways, to the Transformation 
Grounds on Rävudden. Here, in the Decomposition Chamber, the 
toxic biomass is composted - breaking down and decreasing in 
size.  The material is then burnt in a rotary kiln incinerator. These 
ashes hold on to residual elements, like copper, and the ashes are 
transformed into composite bricks which can be stored for mining 
in the future. Beyond the Crematory, Cinders Bakery and Brick 
Catalogue are the Communal Grounds which are a staff parlour, an 
open kitchen, and outdoor patio. Employees, volunteers, community 
residents and visitors alike can rest here. A hearthstone corner 
encloses a fireplace surrounded by seating. From here, you can see 
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the large post-industrial barge moored across at the dock. Biological 
bathing pools occupy this barge, alongside a sauna, changing 
facilities and a small cafe with a west-facing deck. 
 
 Stockholmer’s and local residents delight in swimming in the 
Mälaren, but as the water quality is now questionable, this proposal 
offers an alternative. 

 The barge symbolizes yet another ghost.. After Nobel bought 
Vinterviken farm in 1865 he began the nitroglycerin blasting on 
a barge in the bay. [Photo] The experiments were executed here 
until he was granted a permit to build the factories and warehouses 
in the valley.  As Vinterviken is healed, and as harvests expire, the 
Transformation Grounds will no longer be needed. The flexible 
framework folds up, packs into the barge and sails to the next site in 
need of  support. 
 
 But as with all designs, some traces are left behind. These are 
the pathways which weave throughout the site. Elevated walkways   
provide multiple trails and views through the meadows, while not 
disturbing the growth below. The trolley tracks merge into the paths 
leading to the Transformation Grounds. Here, the path alights into 
a prefab concrete and timber frame structure. Its sculptural form 
reflects the construction of wooden palisades, once strewn along the 
shores as protective structures against the blastings. It wraps around 
the Decomposition Chamber and rises along the face of the cliff. By 
the time it reaches the Crematory, it intersects between the buildings 
like a bridge, punctuating the moment where decomposition is 
consumed. The viewing platform emerges beyond the structure, 
offering panoramic views. We proceed along the rooftops to an 
elevator which offers a return to ground level or the option to carry 
on. The structure follows a gentle slope, carving up the mountain 
to join a footpath on the top of Rävudden. The Crematory building 
also remains,  as a cultural stronghold, a treasury of these stories and 
contemporary ruin.

 Engaging symbols as traces of history into our current 
context attempts to echo structures of our past - our ghosts - ghosts 
do not only inhabit structures, but are also the structures themselves. 
Layers of history are often revealed by digging down and 
uncovering, and I believe that this idea of exposing hidden stories is 
an important contribution to the meaningfulness of this proposal. 

 Alongside themes of time are notions of transformation. 
From infected grounds grows something new, blooms self-propigate, 
they alight, then smolder and ash and are consumed. Composting 
plays a role in this cycle. It is about revival; the old and deteriorated 
turns into something new and fertile. In her work on transitory 
landscapes in the semi-urban fringe, Katarina Saltzman describes 
the complexity of composting, where  “nature” and “culture” are 
mixed together and decomposed. And that composting might offer 
an alternative, less linear perspective on time. We may also think of 

this proposal as a form of ecological Digestion... a transformation 
process that acts on a substance, breaking it down and converting it 
into something else. This term encourages us to think of Vinterviken 
as a kind of body, with inherent resilience and capacity for healing. 
I suppose this project could also be appropriately named: Digesting 
Nobel’s Ghosts.

 The word “Dynamite” was originally chosen as it refers to the 
Greek word for ‘power’. - dýnamis that literally means “connected 
with power.” Perhaps we can appropriate this term, and think instead 
of  the multiple and successionally transformative powers of healing. 

 Regenerating contaminated sites is a difficult task and will 
undoubtedly be the work of our generation. This thesis proposal 
contributes a treatment plan for Vinterviken which beyond restoring  
the toxic terrain, also offers messages of time, place and imagination.

Looking towards Rävudden from Djävulsudden, Vinterviken 
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Djävulsudden :   T
he Devils Cape

Rävudden :  The Fox Cape

Introduction Slide - Site

Vinterviken

Rävudden

Djävulsudden

StockholmSweden

Dalgången :  The Valley
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Observations:

The beach has been covered with gravel as 
an attempt to temporarily cap and restrict 
accessibility to toxins. 

The most heavily contaminated areas are 
attempted to have been made inaccessible 
with patches of unmaintained vegetation, 
which evidently does not  thrive.

The lack of vegetation in the area is a 
result of the soil’s high zinc content and 
low pH balance.
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Experimental explosive 
sites are moved to Botkyrka.

MILJÖTEKNISK UNDERSÖKNING AV MARK / PROVTAGNINGSPLAN ÖVER DEN CENTRALA DELEN AV UNDERSÖKNINGSOMRÅDET

FÖRKLARINGAR:

V6

V7

V8

V9

V10

V4

Provpunkter (V4, V6-V10) från tidigare undersökningar (WSP Environmental, 2006 & 2007)

50m

Handgrävda provgropar (0-0,2m djup), markundersökning 090407 (Y1-Y23 samt D16,17 och 21)

Y-1

Y-2
Y-3

Y-4

Y-5

Y-6

Y-7

Y-8

Y-9

Y-10

Y-11

Y-12

Y-13

Y-14

Y-15
Y-16

D-16

Y-17

D-17

Y-18

Y-19

Y-20

Y-21

D-21

Y-23

Y-22

BILAGA 1

Vid tidigare undersökning påvisad ungefärlig utbredning av svart potentiellt förorenad fyllningsjord 

1865
Alfred Nobel purchases 
Vinterviken farm.

Nitroglycerin AB is founded.

Manufacturing of 
nitroglycerin explosives 
begins on a barge in the bay 
of in Lake Mälaren (before 
receiving permission to 
build the factories).

Numerous fatal explosions 
occur killing over 14 people. 
The majority of production 
is moved to the southern 
peninsula

Dynamite is invented by 
combining “kieselguhr” 
an absorbent powdery 
soil, with the explosive 
composite, creating a much 
safer product.

At least 12 works are killed 
in explosions. 

1866 1874 1921 1950’s 1980’s 1995 2009 2013 2015 2018
Dynamite continues 
being manufactured at 
Vinterviken until 1921.

Swedish government 
conducts atomic nuclear 
energy research and 
production of nuclear fuel  
on-site.

Industrial activities 
(NitroNobel AB) remain 
at Vinterviken until the 
area is designated to park 
for growing residential 
neighbourhoods.

Some of the old buildings 
are restored and the art/
sculpture collective moves 
in. 

Nobel “spränggropar” / 
blast pits become legally 
protected an archeological 
monuments.

Environmental 
investigations into possible 
soil contamination. 

Reports  by SEKA 
Miljöteknik AB are 
produced finding excessive 
amounts of at least 10 
toxins around the beach of 
Vinterviken bay.

Second study into soil 
contamination completed 
over 12 months of extensive 
monitoring. 

Preparations begin 
for implementing 
phytoremediation 
processes. 

Phytoremediation process is 
established. Environmental 
monitoring shows positive 
response and results.

Ghost buildings, and the 
Landchitectural structures 
(compost/incinerator/energy 
transfer) are built and in 
operation.

The bathing barge is full of 
swimmers and residents sit at 
the cafe and watch the sunset.

Phytoremediation is complete. 
The landscape changes once 
again. 

The landchitectural structures 
remain, but functions are 
modified to new desires.

The barge sets sail to the next 
polluted port..or perhaps it 
remains in Vinterviken’s Bay, as 
a reminder, and place to sit and 
feel restored.

Vinterviken
Historical Timeline
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View of Vinterviken facing east. To the left is Rävudden. The 
black warehouse behind the ship was a nitrous supply warehouse. 
To the right of the chimney is a the nitric acid factory.

View of Vinterviken facing west. The valley is presented when 
Vinterviken was in full activity with dynamite production.

VinTeRViken 

The nitric acid factory, two warehouses and 
three great sailing ships. 

RÄVUDDen

^ The detonator factory at the end of Rävudden after an explosion 1914th Here worked 
one wife Maria Tapper and her nephew Melker Fresh. Maria Tapper died instantly in the 
explosion, they found her actually dead up in a birch tree and the boy, Melker Frisk 16 
years old, had been thrown into a crevice of the pressure waves . 

^ The “Paketeringen” / The Packaging House
This house was used in the 1800s for packaging, labeling and loading explosives into 
gaskets. The work was entirely done by women.

WOMen AT VinTeRViken

RAiLWAY TRACkS eLeVATeD PATHWAYS

These rails ran through the barn which is now 
close to the beach area.

LeAD “DYnAMiTe BAkeRieS”

The “dynamite baker” outside their “bakery”
“Bakers” have lead aprons to protect themselves from the toxic 
chemicals when they kneaded dynamite pulp by hand in lead lined 
wooden tubs. it was a very unhealthy work and many died prematurely. 
Above right is the man on the dynamite combination. Lead was the only 
metal that stood against some of the chemicals in dynamite mass. All 
pipes, containers, machinery and anything else that came in contact 
with production in the factories were made of lead. 

PALiSADeS 

A palisade was built between each press house to avoid more 
people than those who were in the exploding house died or the 
surrounding workplace injuries in the event of an explosion.

Vinterviken
Historical Photos
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Contamination Mapping

Test points from previous study

Hand dug soil test pits (most recent)

Hand dug soil test pits repeated from previous study

Approximate area demonstrating prevalence of 
black - potentially contaminated fill soil

Naturvårdsverket general guideline values for contaminated soil and waste in Sweden.

 
Toxin.      Low    Tolerable Hazardous On-site max.
[Pb] Lead:         80    300  2,500  69,900
[Zn] Zinc:   250    500  2,500  10,900
[Cu] Copper:     80    200  2,500    2,180
[As] Arsenic:     10      25   1000        103
[Hg] Mercury:    .25      2.5               (3)500, (4)1000                    4.6
[Ba] Barium:  200    300               10,000    1,270
[Cd] Cadmium           .5       15               (1)100, (2)1000                       11

(All values   are expressed in mg/kg)
(1) Soluble. 2) Non readily soluble. 3) Organic. 4) Inorganic)

(Data interpreted from the report “Extended Environmental Technical Investigations of Land Pollution at Vinterviken. Stockholm 
2009-06-29. Uppdragsgivare: Exploateringskontoret, Stockholm’s stad”)

Conclusions:
- 6/7 of the most prevalent toxins located at Vinterviken are over the recommended/tolerable value for 
soil and wastes in Sweden.
- lead and zinc are 28x and 4.3x (respectively)  over the hazardous limitations.

Highly hazardous

Pb

Zn

Pb

Cu

Pb

As

Ba

Cu

Zn

Cu

As

Hg

Zn

Cu

As

Hg

Zn

Pb

Cu

As

Hg

Pah m

Pah h

Cd

Moderately tolerable

(+)

(-)

Soil Contaminant Quantity and Concentrations

karin kuttainen, Miljöförvaltningen [interview]

- the first step is to make thorough examinations of the area 
to determine precise locations of contamination, quantities of 
pollutants and severity of pollutant concentrations. This surveying 
will take place between 2012-2013.
- the metals in the soil are mostly on the surface of the ground, that 
is what makes them dangerous. 
- there are 2 approaches to consider:
- when toxic metals (lead) exist in surface soil layers, it is possible 
to simply remove them from the site
 - when the toxic metals exist in lower levels, deep below 
the surface it is possible to “cover” them. That is, to contain them so 
they do not spread, but leave them in situ.
- however...you cannot ‘treat’ the contaminants so that they 
‘disappear’
- these studies will tell us whether we need to apply an over-
reaching treatment, or target only specific spots in the landscape. 
- this decision is also cost-related. Once these initial research stages 
are achieved we will need to look for funding.
- we want to leave the site as a park area, to not disturb the leisure 
activities

Teresia Skönström, exploateringskontoret  [interview]

- to excavate would be best
- $ has been given from Naturvårdsverket, who passed it to 
Länsstyrelsen who gave it to Stockholm’s Stad to investigate the 
site over the next year. By autumn 2013 it will be determined the 
best mode of operation - mainly lead and arsenic, by beach and on 
surface, elsewhere it is generally deep in earth

Soil Contaminant & Potential Flood Risks

Contaminant Quantities, 
Concentrations, Locations 

Soil Contaminant Concentration & Risks Levels

Contamination Studies

- they have filled in water for more land...
 - they extracted lead/arsenic from rock on-site and used 
its by-products as fill material to build more surface area/land by 
the shoreline
 - clay bottom in water naturally, but by the ‘beach’ is a 
combination of sand, clay and these residual toxic materials 
- miljöteknik konsultar = will be the consultants, which
- the “method” to investigate has been developed by 
Naturvårdsverket and been used on other projects
- these “huvudstudie” tests will determine what is feasible, will they 
do cleansing and how >> Naturvårdsverket will ultimately decide 
what to prioritize in terms of remediation/ funding/ what is most 
urgent project in Sweden to fund. Will compare to other Swedish 
sites.  (this decision to action time could take years.)

Flooding...

If a flood equivalent to 100-year level 9 (+1.30 M for Lake Mälaren) 
occurs, there is a significant threat with the water supply. 
Stockholm Vatten and Norrvatten are currently investigating 
opportunities for water utilities to manage highly chemically 
contaminated water. One of the projects involves studying the risks 
of flooding that could affect eastern Lake Mälaren and protection 
for the water supply. 

A flood can, in certain circumstances contribute to the dilution 
of existing pollution which as a result will create a greater 
concentration and an increased spread of contaminants.
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Excavation + Fill
335,000 - 670,000 SEK

Phytoextraction
33,400 - 53,500 SEK

Phyto volatilization

Plants absorb volatile 
contaminants and release 
them into the atmosphere 
through transpiration. 
The contaminant is degraded 
or transformed within the 
plant, producing a less toxic 
substance before being 
released into the air.

Phyto degradation

Plants take up contaminants 
and break them down through 
the release of enzymes and 
metabolic processes such as 
photosynthetic oxidation/
reduction. 
Organic pollutants degrade 
and are incorporated into the 
plant or decomposed in the 
soil.

Phyto stabilization

Plants sequester or 
immobilize contaminants 
by absorbing them into the 
roots. A chemical is then 
released which converts the 
contaminant to a less toxic 
state. This process limits the 
movement of contaminants 
through water erosion, 
leaching, wind and soil 
dispersion.

Phyto filtration

Plants remove containments 
from water/groundwater. 
Contaminants are either 
absorbed onto the root 
surface or by the plants roots. 
These plants must have large 
established root systems 
and once saturated, must be 
harvested and disposed.

Phyto extraction

Plants take up contaminants 
[mostly metals, metalloids & 
radio-nucleids] with the roots. 
The contaminants accumulate 
in large quantities in the 
plants stem and leaves. These 
plants must be harvested and 
disposed of as ‘special waste.’

Types of Phytoremediation

B i o r e m e d i a t i o n  is the use of micro-
organisms metabolism to remove pollutants. 
Technologies can be generally classified as in situ 
or ex situ. In situ bioremediation involves treating 
the contaminated material at the site, while ex 
situ involves the removal of the contaminated 
material to be treated elsewhere. Some examples of 
bioremediation technologies are phytoremediation, 
myco-remediation,  bio-venting, bio-leaching, 
land farming, bio-reactor, composting, bio-
augmentation, rhizo-filtration, and bio-stimulation. 
“ P h y t o r e m e d i a t i o n  is the direct use of 
green plants and their associated microorganisms 
to stabilize or reduce contamination in soils, 
sludges, sediments, surface water, or ground 
water.”
 - EPA: US Environmental Protection Agency, http://
www.epa.gov/superfund/accomp/news/phyto.htm

Phytoextraction  and phytostabilization are 
the proposed methods of phytoremediation for 
Vinterviken. As there are numerous toxins, and 
the toxins are both dangerous if exposed, and in 
high quantities, it is suggested to immobilize the 
containments in the roots and biomass and then 
harvest the plants. 

In induced phytoextraction, high biomass crops 
are induced to accumulate high concentrations 
of heavy metals by application of chemical 
amendments to the soil.  Such plants are 
compatible with routine agricultural practices 
and allow repeated planting and harvesting of the 
metal-rich tissues.  
In continuous phytoextraction, ‘hyperaccumulator’ 
plants have the natural ability to accumulate, 
translocate and resist high amounts of heavy 
metals over the complete growth cycle. 
 - “Phytoextraction crop disposal—an unsolved problem” 
Environmental Pollution Volume 128, Issue 3, February 2004, P. 
373–379

Local  environmental engineer for 
Exploateringskontoret, (Stockholm’s City 
Development Office) Teresia Skönström, states that

 “to excavate is best.” 
Developers of industrial sites have typically 
preferred to start with a blank canvas  - a “dig and 
dump” approach to contamination for example, 
London’s 2012 Olympic site philosophy of

 “demolish, dig, design”

“...However, it is now recognized that the removal of 
waste to landfill is not a viable long-term solution 
and new techniques have been developed to enable 
remediation to take place on site.” 
 - Urban Wildscapes, ed. Jorgensen & Keenan. 
Routledge, Oxon (2012). Chapter 13: Buried narratives p.171: 
Catherine Heatherington.

“Its major advantage is the low cost, estimated 
by the USEPA to be 50–80% lower than 
the alternatives for some applications of 
phytoremediation (EPA, 2000).”
 - I.D. Pulford, C. Watson . “Phytoremediation of heavy 
metal-contaminated land by trees—a review”  (2003) 529–540

“Current estimates range from $16 to $62 per 
cubic yard of soil treated.”
              -http://www.bnl.gov/erd/Peconic/Factsheet/Phytoextract.pdf

Phytoremediation Contaminated Crop 
Disposal

Methods of contaminated crop disposal after 
the phytoextraction process are: composting, 
compaction, incineration, ashing, pyrolysis, direct 
disposal, liquid extraction.

“Total dry weight loss of contaminated plant 
biomass is an advantage of composting 
as pretreatment step. It will abate costs of 
transportation to a hazardous waste disposal facility 
and costs of deposition or costs of transportation 
to other facilities, where final crop disposal will 
take place. However, composting lasts from 2 to 3 
months, expanding time from harvesting to final 
disposal.”

“Incineration (smelting) is proposed as the 
most feasible, economically acceptable and 
environmentally sound.”

“Contaminated plant material can be incinerated in a 
lead/zinc smelter using rotary kiln technology (e.g. the 
Welz process), which may tolerate the heterogeneous 
material resulting from phytoextraction.  The process 
destroys organic matter, releasing metals, mainly as 
oxides. The liberated metals are entrained in the slag or 
released to the effluent gases. Modern flue gas-cleaning 
technology assures effective capture of the metal-
containing dust. Plant material also can be incinerated 
in an incineration plant.”      

 “An advantage of this method is reducing by more 
than 90% of total dry weight of contaminated biomass. 
Considering safe, new technologies used in incineration 
plants and lead/zinc smelters, this method of disposal is 
environmental-friendly. Part of lead, copper and zinc 
might be recovered during incineration in lead/zinc 
smelter.”
 - “Phytoextraction crop disposal—an unsolved problem” 
Environmental PollutionVolume 128, Issue 3, February 2004, P. 373–379

Proposal

The remaining ashes after incineration are 
formed into a composite brick which is stored 
to be mined for valuable elements in the future. 
Through this process,  Contaminants become 
Crops.
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Plant Species
Recommended for Phytoremediation of Heavy Metals

Tobaco
(Nicotiana tabacum l.)

Trees + Shrubs

Plant Species
Perennials + Forbes Grasses & Legumes Wetland Species

Alpine Pennycress 
(Thlaspi caerulescens)

Willow 
Common Osier (Salix 
viminalis)

Aspen (Populus tremula)

(Populus deltoides) 
- arsenic

Birch (Betula)

Mulberry

Pine

Maple

Cottonwood/ western balsam 
poplar (Populus trichocarpa)

Indian Mustard 
(Brassica juncea)

Tall Fescue 
(Festuca arundinacea)

Potato (Solanum tuberosum L) Barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) Oat (Avena sativa L.) Common Reed
(Phragmites australis)

Broad-Leaved Cattail
(Typha latifolia)

Lake Quillwort
(Isoetes lacustris)

Common Bent 
(Agrostis capillaris)

Subterranean Clover 
(Trifolium subterraneum)

The Zinc Violet 
(Viola calaminaria )

Pb [lead]

Cu [copper]

Zn [zinc]

As [arsenic]

Hg [mercury]

Cd [cadmium]

Sunflower
(Tithonia diversifolia,  
Helianthus annuus)

Recommended for Phytoremediation of Heavy Metals

“There is also 
often a layer of 
plants writing a 
new history in 
the dereliction 
of the site; 
how pioneer 
species specific 
to the region 
quickly colonize 
wasteland...” 
 - Urban Wildscapes, ed. 
Jorgensen & Keenan. Routledge, 
Oxon (2012). Chapter 1: Learning 
from Detroit or ‘The Wrong kind 
of Ruins” p.30: Christopher 
Woodward. 

Plant Species Recommended for Contaminated Sites
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“There is also 
often a layer of 
plants writing a 
new history in 
the dereliction 
of the site; 
how pioneer 
species specific 
to the region 
quickly colonize 
wasteland...” 
 - Urban Wildscapes, ed. 
Jorgensen & Keenan. Routledge, 
Oxon (2012). Chapter 1: Learning 
from Detroit or ‘The Wrong kind 
of Ruins” p.30: Christopher 
Woodward. 
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7a
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7

7d

7

7e

7
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Design Strategy/Timeline

Plant, cultivate  
and monitor the 
phytoremediative 
vegetation.
(The Healing Meadows)

Harvest the toxic 
biomass and 
transfer it in trolleys 
along rails to The 
Transformation 
Grounds.

Shred the toxic 
biomass   to decrease 
volume, and poured 
into bags suspended 
from ceiling tracks.
(The Ghost Butcher)

Store the toxic 
biomass in geotextile 
bags and compost 
in 3 month cycles.
(The Decomposition 
Chamber)

Burn remaining 
material in a rotary 
kiln incinerator.
(The Crematory)

Collect the ashes and 
convert them into 
metals composite 
bricks. 
(The Cinders Bakery/ 
The Alchemists Den)

Composite bricks 
are stored for future 
mining of precious 
minerals.
(The Catalogue)

elevated pathways 
engage users with 
the landscape; the 
history, processes 
and inspire hope for 
the future.

An open kitchen 
offers shared space 
for the community by 
The Hearth, outdoor 
patio, or roof garden 
terrace.

A post-industrial 
barge rests by the 
Transformation Grounds, 
evoking the earliest 
experiments in the Bay. it 
provides bio-pools, sauna 
and lounge deck.

Over time the site 
heals and The 
Transformation 
Grounds retreat into 
The Barge, leaving only 
the elevated walkways 
and The Crematory.

The Barge sails the 
Phyto-Transformation 
Grounds to the 
next contaminated 
destination. (Leaving 
behind The Ruins)
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Narrative panoramic Montage.

This illustrates a walk through the site of Vinterviken (beginning top left and moving continuously to the bottom 
right, which corresponds to the project site plan walking southeast to northwest), as a way to communicate 
multiple levels of the project including historical narratives, sustainable ecological successions, existing 
conditions and the landchitectural proposals. This image originally covered 4 metres.

1. Entrance to Vinterviken from Aspudden, overlapped through time.

2. “Grindstugan” or the gate/carriage house. 
A gate used to exist which would be opened by levers and pulleys from the parlour after paying the toll to enter. 
Residents have often dreamed of fires and it is said that there are ‘strange things that happen here.’ 

3. The blue gate. 
Built as part of a sculpture exhibition in 1998, which displayed artworks distributed from Liljeholmen to the 
svavelsfabrik. This is the only piece still standing.

4. Countess Bertha von Suttner.
Close friend of Alfred Nobel, she was a radical pacifist, prolific writer and influenced Nobel to create the peace 
prizes. As part of this projects aim to include multiple stories/narratives/histories in this site, including women’s 
voices becomes significant as they are so frequently left out of our historical texts.

5. Overlays of the old and new photos of the svavelsfabrik/sulfur factory/skulpturshus, with an inverted image of 
the front elevation. Below we see the red fence with allotment gardens to the east.

6. The Fields. 
Old photos of the extensive nitroglycerin manufacturing buildings coincide with current images of children playing. 
this is toxic terrain.

7. Overlays of the old and new photos of the svavelsfabrik/sulfur factory/skulpturshus. This project suggests that 
as the current building holds an enormous amount of storage capacity, and only a very small percentage of this is 
used daily, that the metal-composite bricks created in the transformation grounds can be held here as overflow 
or extra storage.

8. ”Aprikoshuset“ or The Apricot House
 As the stories go... This was a laboratory in Nobel’s time. It later became an office and underwent renovations 
between 1996-97. It remained empty for many years until one winter the pipes burst and it flooded. Neighbours 
reported water streaming from the windows. There it stood for 2 years to dry. At one point, this building served as 
the village cabaret! It is now a home.

9. This moment in the sequence displays the toxic fields being sown with new seeds, the phytoremediation 
meadows are planted. Two species shown here are the thaspi caerulescens/ alpine pennycress (consistently the 
most examined and recommended species for remediation for its high tolerance of lead, zinc, cadmium), and 
helianthus annuus/ sunflower (excellent phytoextractor for arsenic and other metals).

10. A screen shot of the film: Stalker (1979), by Andrej Tarkovskij. This film contributed numerous atmospheric 
scenes as precedents for this project. It portrays haunted post-industrial fields with scattered remnants. The 
characters journey through the foggy fields and encounter transformations of their own.

11. Trolly carts on light rail tracks were once strewn throughout the site. The proposed tracks refer to this trace. 

12. Once Nobel’s experimental laboratories, today these buildings are ‘Ateljéerna Vinterviken’ where various 
artists work and display.

13. Potatoes! Both a phytoremediative species, and also shown here as a to reference Eva Ekeblad. A Swedish 
agronomist, scientist, salonist and countess from the 18th century, Ekeblad developed flour and alcohol from 
potatoes as well as bleach for cotton. She made potatoes part of the Swedish food supply and wore the flowers 
in her hair as ornaments as a way to advertise their use. She was the first woman to be admitted to the Royal 
Swedish Academy of Scientists. 

14. The elevated pathway should be raised approx 300 mm above ground surface to minimize damage to the 
plants, soils, and remediation process.

15. Folly #1 Precedent:
 (Land(e)scape, Casagrande & Rintala, Finland 1999). 
[The comments on the desertion process of the Finnish countryside which is full of ruins of abandoned houses and 
barn houses. these barns were given legs. Longing after the farmers , they sway towards the cities of the South. 
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the barns couldn’t walk the fields forever. To finish the work they were slaughtered. The barns were set on fire. 
6000 came to watch].

16. Folly #2 Precedent:
 Vinterträdgården/the winter garden at the grand hotel, Stockholm, 1909.
[To the left stands Wilhelmina Skogh, who became CEO of Stockholm’s Grand Hôtel Royal in 1902. She built the 
winter garden to create an ever-green garden to compensate for the chill outside.

17. Precedent: Natur-Park Schöneberger Südgelände, [Grün Berlin Gmbh].
[This site was originally a shunting station for the German Railway System. It was generated into a nature 
conservation /landscape protection site  management of vegetation growth (maintain different stages of 
succession and character of the site, train tracks were turned into paths].

18. The structure serving today as the village laundry house, the western most building closest to the beach, was 
once the “Paketeringen” / The Packaging House.
This house was used in the 1800’s for loading explosives into gaskets and labelling them. This work was done 
entirely by women. Outside the door stands the 3 Larsson sisters, whose entire family worked at Vinterviken. 

19. Birch trees.
These reoccurring species are represented not only because they are found prevalent on the site, but because 
of their haunting presence. One story accounts for a great explosion at Vinterviken in 1914 on Rävudden.  Maria 
Tapper and her nephew Melker Frisk worked at the detonator factory. Maria Tapper died instantly in the explosion, 

they found her dead in a birch and the boy had been thrown in a rock crevice.

20. Folly #3  Precedent: 
Natur-Park Schöneberger Südgelände
[A ‘ghost structure’, this remnant-ruin echoes a distant past, and inspires new narratives]. behind which we see 
the phytoremediation wetland meadow.
 “Layers of history are often revealed by digging down and uncovering, and this idea of exposing 
hidden stories has perhaps contributed to the interest and excitement...” 
- Urban Wildscapes, ed. Jorgensen & Keenan. Routledge, Oxon (2012). Chapter 13: Buried narratives p.177: 
Catherine Heatherington.

21. The pathways brings us to the transformation grounds. You may also have noticed that in moving through 
the successions of this project and story, we have also been oscillating through the seasons. The buildings 
transparency suggests its impermanence. The crematorium/ future treasury ruin stands out as an enduring 
landchitectural element, a moment between sea and cliffs, decomposition, burning and transformation.

22. The bathing barge. 
As you can see in the historical timeline, a barge was the site of Nobel’s first explosive experiments. Before a 
permit was granted for blasting on land. This design proposal reintroduces this element, a post-industrial barge 
will rest by the pier adjacent to the transformation grounds, where piers were originally built.

The barge symbolizes yet another ghost. Today, the grounds are polluted, as are the waters. Many residents enjoy 
swimming in these waters, but it can be assumed that this is no longer safe. Until Vinterviken is healed, this barge 
will offer bathing pools as an alternative. The pools are biologically operated, meaning that through implemented 
wetland species, the water will clean itself, removing the need for chemicals. The barge also hosts a sauna, 
lounging deck, change rooms, toilets and a small cafe. 

The barge is a way to communicate the technical elements of Vinterviken’s stories and ecological restoration, but it 
also offers an emotional outlet.  The pools offer a place to meditate, to remediate, to both participate and observe, 
a place in which to immerse oneself. In a few years, much of the toxins will be removed. And as harvests expire, 
the Transformation Grounds will no longer be needed. The flexible prefabricated framework will unfold, pack into 
the barge and sail to the next site in need of  support. 

23. The bridge. 
A viewing platform acts as a bridge punctuating the moment between decomposition and cremation in the 
transformation grounds process. It is aligned to view the barge and the spectacular view of the bay. From here 
you can view through windows down into both the decomposition chamber, and the crematory. You can continue 
along the elevating pathway to the mountain cliffs where you may choose to either take an elevator below to the 
common kitchen and hearth, or follow the path upwards to meet the existing path at the peak of the peninsula.

Precedents: (1)Trollstigen: National Tourist Route, Raulf Ramstadt Arkitekter. (2) Qunli National Urban Wetland, 
Turenscape landscape architecture/urban design.
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Ground Floor Plan
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Vegetation [trees, shrubs, 
grasses]

Warmer pool Cafe

Cooler bathing pool 

Vegetation [aquatic species 
cleansing the pools]

Hot pool W/C

Lounge 
Deck

Sauna

The barge is a way to communicate 
the technical elements of 
Vinterviken’s stories and ecological 
restoration, but it also offers an 
emotional outlet.  I see this post-
industrial landscape healing itself, 
communities of many species 
coexisting here and regenerating 
together. The pools offer a place 
to meditate, to remediate, to both 
participate and observe, a place in 
which to immerse oneself. In a few 
years, much of the toxins will be 
removed. The mobile incinerator and 
energy convertor can move to the 
next site in need of phytoremediation. 
Perhaps the barge sails to the next 
location, or maybe it remains at 
Vinterviken. The landscape will 
change once again. 

Bathing Barge Plan
1:300

Roof Plan, Future Plan, Barge Plan
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The Bay

Loading tracks 
for toxic biomass 

trollies

The Sanctuary

A humble staff 
room with 
desks, lockers 
and storage.

Outdoor Patio Communal
Hearth

The Decomposition Chamber

The toxic biomass is composted 
in geo-textile bio-[body] bags. The 
bags hang from suspended ceiling 
tracks allowing open floor space 

and flexible movement.

The Ghost Butcher 

Biomass is shredded 
decreasing size

The Bridge

A viewing platform acts 
as a bridge punctuating 
the moment between 
decomposition and 

cremation

The Crematory

Composted matter is transferred to the 
incinerator. This is the only vessel to remain 
after the retreat. It continues as a kind of 

treasurey ruin of collected narratives.

The Alchemists Den

The ashes are collected from the 
crematory and in this cinders 
bakery, converted into metals 

bricks to be mined in the future.

The Library

The metals bricks are stored 
here. an overflow storage is 
provided in the svavelsfabrik/

skulpturens hus.

The Dining Hall

An open kitchen offers space 
for both staff and community 
members to stop, rest, snack 

and contemplate by the fire.

Concrete Massing Firewall

Pre-fab concrete 
flooring panels
[2mx5m]

Elevating Pathway
Viewing platform, mountain trail

Glazed Facade

Portal frame 
construction

Ceiling Tracks

Green Roofs

Structural Columns

          
Transformation 

Grounds 
section aa

1:150

Section A-A, Exploded Axonometric
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Grounds 
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P a l l i s a d e 

construction
interpretation

sketch

p a l l i s a d e 
structure
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Elevated pathway sequence

the design draws from the protective 
pallisade structures once built between the 
nytroglycerine blasting structures lining 
the bay.

The design process began with studies of 
the pallisades, then deconstructing the 
elements and re-assembling fragments into 
a continuous elevating pathway. 

The final design is a series of prefabricated 
concrete installments into the landscape 
which bind together a timber-frame Path. 
This includes decking, rails and partial 
roof. Description panels occur along the 
outside rails. It is an open-air structure 
allowing fresh breezes and dappled 
sunlight to fill the space.

Moving alongside the cliff, users can reach 
out and feel the rock. There are frequent 
pauseing platforms between a gradual 
rising elevation. While between the cliff 
and the Building, users can see through 
windows into the different stages of the 
Transformation Grounds. At the end of the 
building, an elevator provides an escape 
to the common kitchen below. or one can 
continue to the mountain path above. 
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The Decomposition Chamber

the toxic biomass is composted in 
geo-textile bio-[body] bags. The 
bags hang from suspended ceiling 
tracks allowing open floor space 

and flexible movement.

the ghost butcher 

 biomass is shredded 
decreasing size

The Bridge

a viewing platform 
acts as a bridge 
punctuating the 
moment between 
decomposition and 

cremation

the Crematory

composted matter is transferred to the 
incinerator. This is the only vessel to remain 
after the retreat. it continues as a kind of 

treasurey ruin of collected narratives.

The Alchemists Den

The ashes are collected from the 
crematory and in this cinders 
bakery, converted into metals 

bricks to be mined in the future.

The library

the metals bricks are stored 
here. an overflow storage is 
provided in the svavelsfabrik/

skulpturens hus.

The dining hall

an open kitchen offers space 
for both staff and community 
members to stop, rest, snack 

and contemplate by the fire.
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Elevated pathway sequence

the design draws from the protective 
pallisade structures once built between the 
nytroglycerine blasting structures lining 
the bay.

The design process began with studies of 
the pallisades, then deconstructing the 
elements and re-assembling fragments into 
a continuous elevating pathway. 

The final design is a series of prefabricated 
concrete installments into the landscape 
which bind together a timber-frame Path. 
This includes decking, rails and partial 
roof. Description panels occur along the 
outside rails. It is an open-air structure 
allowing fresh breezes and dappled 
sunlight to fill the space.

Moving alongside the cliff, users can reach 
out and feel the rock. There are frequent 
pauseing platforms between a gradual 
rising elevation. While between the cliff 
and the Building, users can see through 
windows into the different stages of the 
Transformation Grounds. At the end of the 
building, an elevator provides an escape 
to the common kitchen below. or one can 
continue to the mountain path above. 
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Section B-B, Concept Sketches
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Design Precedents on Tumblr

This is a screenshot from a Tumblr website I created 
to collect design precedents. This was used as an 
organization tool and catalogue. Each entry was 
captioned with sourcing and often a quote.

“Title,” architect. Book/website (year).”

http://annaing.tumblr.com/

Appendices
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< Barking 
Town  Square 
Ruin - Muff 
Architects

< Franklin 
Memorial, 
Philidelphia, 
Venturi & 
Scott Brown

< Medieval 
Marketplace 
in Duisburg, 
Germany

GHOST/ RUIN STRUCTURES

- site was founded on an illegal garbage dump. Potemkin celebrates Local Knowledge and provides an industrial ruin as hope.
- purpose is to re-think of the connection between the modern human and nature.
- The rice farming village of Kuramata is dying. The younger generations have moved to cities and the traditions of hundreds 
of years are about to disappear, traditions  based on harmonious co-existence between people and nature – human nature as 
part of nature. 

- Finnish architects Casagrande & Rintala for the Venice Biennale 2000. 
- planted an oak forest into an abandoned barge on top of 60 minutes worth of biologically cleaned and composted human waste from the city of Venice.
- installation comments on the theme of the exhibition: Citta Less Aesthetics, More Ethics - All the materials are recycled or borrowed. Even the trees.
- planted a forest in an industrial ship and sail with this ship from Finland to Venice. 

- comments on the desertion process of the Finnish countryside. People move to the cities of the South and abandon cultures and traditions of the 
past. The countryside is full of ruins of abandoned houses and barn houses.
- these barns were given legs. Longing after the farmers the barns have been forced to cut their primeval union with the soil and are now swaying 
towards the cities of the South.
- the barn couldn’t walk the fields forever. To finish the work they were slaughtered. The barns were set on fire. 6000 came to watch. 

POTEMKIN: POST-INDUSTRIAL MEDITATION [CASAGRANDE]

60 MINUTE MAN [CASAGRANDE LABRATORY]

LAND[E]SCAPE  [CASAGRANDE LABRATORY]

Design precedents

- site was originally a shunting station for the German Railway System (traintracks were turned into paths)
- 3 main principles: 1. definition of spatial typology, 2. access concept (walkways), 3. Preservation of natural & cultural elements
- spatial typology organization [clearings, groves, wild woods]    - natural dynamic + controlled processes
- nature conservation // landscape protection site > management of vegetation growth (maintain different stages of succession and character of the 
site)

NATUR-PARK SCHÖNEBERGER SÜDGELÄNDE [GRÜN BERLIN GMBH]

- “Sometimes I found myself like a nurse…healing the wounds inflicted by man…” 
- demonstrate belief in nature’s rehabilitative power, and ambivalence towards altering the natural world with manmade 
structures, seeks to create a stage for nature, and to disappear entirely into it.
“Sometimes it is absolute[ly] clear where to walk and to go... and sometimes you have to search for clues…like in life…”

< Dining 
Room - 
Melissa 
Martin

< Natur-Park 
Schöneberger 
Südgelände 
Grün Berlin, 
GmbH

< Seeds of 
Change, Gitta 
Gschwendtner, 
Maria Thereza 
Alves

PUNTA PITE [TERESA MOLLER]

- features and materials- underscore the site’s temper and character, and well-adapted, functional facilities augment the visitor’s experience
- the architecture is to be characterised by clear and precise transitions between planned zones and the natural landscape
- through the notion of water as a dynamic element –from snow, to running and then falling water- and rock as a static element, the project creates a 
series of prepositional relations that describe and magnify the unique spatiality of the site.

TROLLSTIGEN: NATIONAL TOURIST ROUTE [RAULF RAMSTADT ARKITEKTER]

- site was originally a shunting station for the German Railway System (traintracks were turned into paths)
- 3 main principles: 1. definition of spatial typology, 2. access concept (walkways), 3. Preservation of natural & cultural elements
- spatial typology organization [clearings, groves, wild woods]    - natural dynamic + controlled processes
- nature conservation // landscape protection site > management of vegetation growth (maintain different stages of succession and character of the 
site)

NATUR-PARK SCHÖNEBERGER SÜDGELÄNDE [GRÜN BERLIN GMBH]

- “Sometimes I found myself like a nurse…healing the wounds inflicted by man…” 
- demonstrate belief in nature’s rehabilitative power, and ambivalence towards altering the natural world with manmade 
structures, seeks to create a stage for nature, and to disappear entirely into it.
“Sometimes it is absolute[ly] clear where to walk and to go... and sometimes you have to search for clues…like in life…”

< Dining 
Room - 
Melissa 
Martin

< Natur-Park 
Schöneberger 
Südgelände 
Grün Berlin, 
GmbH

< Seeds of 
Change, Gitta 
Gschwendtner, 
Maria Thereza 
Alves

PUNTA PITE [TERESA MOLLER]

- features and materials- underscore the site’s temper and character, and well-adapted, functional facilities augment the visitor’s experience
- the architecture is to be characterised by clear and precise transitions between planned zones and the natural landscape
- through the notion of water as a dynamic element –from snow, to running and then falling water- and rock as a static element, the project creates a 
series of prepositional relations that describe and magnify the unique spatiality of the site.

TROLLSTIGEN: NATIONAL TOURIST ROUTE [RAULF RAMSTADT ARKITEKTER]

Selected Precedents
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Site/Landscape Models
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